ADHO T-Shirt Ruler Guide, 8 Piece T-Shirt Alignment Tool Set for
Vinyl, Sublimation T Shirt Placement Ruler to Center Designs with
Measuring Ruler, Adult Youth Toddler Infant Review-2021

SHIRT MEASUREMENT TOOL FOR VINYL: This is a quick, cheap and easy way to alignment
tools for all sizes of T-shirts . It will help guide centering your design with the shirt, and make the
print perfectly aligned every time!
T-SHIRT ALIGNMENT TOOL FOR VINYL: T-shirt ruler guide for vinyl kit includes four sizes of
"adult youth toddler infant". This set of tools is a precisely designed measurement guide for placing
vinyl on T-shirts and other clothing.
EXTRA ECCESSORIES: You will also receive 3 PCS water erasable fabric marking pens and a
bundle of measuring ruler. The marking pen can be wiped with water and disappear within one
week, or wipe with water, damp cloth or sponge. The soft measure ruler is 60 inches long.
EASY TO USE: Just alignment ruler for vinyl with the collar of the T-shirt, and then center the
design before pressing it. The tshirt ruler vinyl tool is perfect for your heat press, sublimation, screen
printing, vinyl press, etc.
PRACTICAL TAILOR TOOLS: All rulers are clear with engraved and etched numbers and lines.
The ruler is made of PVC material. The soft ruler is not easy to be broken and can be used for a
long time. Very suitable for your DIY T-shirt business.This shirt alignment tool will help you when
centering, aligning your designs to your shirts! Great for any crafter or business using a sublimation
printing, a vinyl cutter, a heat press or screen printing to make or sell personalized t-shirts.
What will you get?
4* T-shirt rulers
1* Soft ruler
3* Fabric marker pens
CRAFT RULER INFORMATION
feature
â€¢ Easy to use - simply line the ruler to the collar of the shirt to center your design before pressing
â€¢ PVC material for easy lining up
â€¢ Numbers and markers are engraved for easy reading
â€¢ Available in several sizes to fit all your needs!
SIZES:
Adult - 10" x 5"
Youth - 10" x 4.5"
Toddler - 10" x 3.5"
Infant - 10" x 2.5"
T-SHIRT RULER BUNDLES
This T-Shirt Centering Tool is a huge help when aligning your design to your T-Shirt!
FABRIC MARKING PENS
This fabric marker is handy for temporary marking of pattern instructions or designs on fabric, which
can then be removed by dipping in water.
SOFT TAPE SEWING FLEXIBLE RULER
There is a centimeter scale on the back, which is accurately printed in inches and centimeters. Both
sides can be measured according to your requirements. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code,
discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for
money.

